== Battalion Detachment == Sa’cea Sept [13pl, 273 points] +5 CP

HQ1: Cadre Fireblade (39), Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 42pts]
HQ2: Cadre Fireblade (39), Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 42pts]

Troop1: 5 Fire Warriors (35), Shas’ui Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 38pts]
Troop2: 5 Fire Warriors (35), Shas’ui Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 38pts]
Troop3: 5 Fire Warriors (35), Shas’ui Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 38pts]

Elite1: Firesight Marksman (22), Markerlight (3) – [1pl, 25pts]
Elite2: Firesight Marksman (22), Markerlight (3) – [1pl, 25pts]
Elite3: Firesight Marksman (22), Markerlight (3) – [1pl, 25pts]

== Spearhead Detachment == T’au Sept [65pl, 1237 points] +1 CP
HQ3: Cadre Fireblade (39), Markerlight (3) – [2pl, 42pts] – Warlord (Through Unity, Devastation) (Puretide Engram Neurochip)
HQ4: Longstrike (137), Ion Cannon (35), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [10pl, 212pts]

Elite4: Dahyak Grekh – [2pl. 20pts]

HS1: TX7 Hammerhead Gunship (100), Ion Cannon (35), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 175pts]
HS2: TX7 Hammerhead Gunship (100), Ion Cannon (35), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 175pts]
HS3: TX7 Hammerhead Gunship (100), Ion Cannon (35), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 175pts]
HS4: TX78 Sky Ray Gunship (80), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Markerlights (6), 6 Seeker Missiles (30) – [8pl, 146pts]
HS5: TX78 Sky Ray Gunship (80), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Markerlights (6), 6 Seeker Missiles (30) – [8pl, 146pts]
HS6: TX78 Sky Ray Gunship (80), 2 Smart Missile Systems (30), 2 Markerlights (6), 6 Seeker Missiles (30) – [8pl, 146pts]

== Air Wing Detachment == T’au Sept [27pl, 489 points] +1 CP
FL1: AX39 Sun Shark Bomber (90), Markerlight (3), 2 Missile Pods (30), 2 MV17 Interceptor Drones (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 163pts]
FL2: AX39 Sun Shark Bomber (90), Markerlight (3), 2 Missile Pods (30), 2 MV17 Interceptor Drones (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 163pts]
FL3: AX39 Sun Shark Bomber (90), Markerlight (3), 2 Missile Pods (30), 2 MV17 Interceptor Drones (30), 2 Seeker Missiles (10) – [9pl, 163pts]